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FOREWORD

A

bout three years ago we started an incredible
journey – the creation of Divinity: Original
Sin 2. We started with a small team, but the
success of the first game meant the scope for the
sequel became much larger, turning it into Larian’s
biggest project so far. Some incredibly talented people
came on board and, for the first time in our history,
we were able to make concept art for every little
detail of the game, from the biggest castle wall to
the smallest toothpick.
When it came time to establish the game’s art
direction, we weren’t interested in creating exactly
the same game as we had just released. We knew
we wanted the sequel to have a darker, more
mature direction. Our studio in Ghent is located in
the heart of medieval Europe, so the local history
became the starting point for our visual inspiration.
I began researching and compiling references of my
favourite historical paintings, classic architecture,
and shiny armour, which our incredibly talented
team took, tweaked, and brought to life in this
game. As the world of Divinity: Original Sin 2 came
alive, we started adding truly terrifying situations
and monsters – fit to test any hero. Without these
amazing artists, it wouldn’t have been possible to
present you with this fantastic art book. Enjoy!
~
Joachim Vleminckx
Art Director

Zandalor

III

CHARACTER S

Chapter I: Characters

LOHSE

Lohse
Variations

Lohse
Possessed

T

here were many influences that we wanted
to use when it came to conceptualizing Lohse.
She lives her life as a troubadour, touring with
her travelling companions, so her clothes are bright
and colourful, mirroring her personality. They have
some Bohemian, some jester and some minstrel
elements, as well as other visual clues that
reveal small details about her. But Lohse
hides a dark secret, and her hair is a
reflection of this ambiguous nature.
It is mostly bright, red, and a little wild,
matching her fun, cheerful demeanour,
but the white streak running through
her hair is the result of something
darker lurking beneath.
—
Dan Iorgulescu
Concept Artist
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Chapter I: Characters

IFAN BEN-MEZD

W

arrior, mercenary, assassin, thief, hunter,
traveller, crossbowman: Ifan has many trades
and skills. We wanted his armour to reflect
this flexibility by being versatile and efficient, and
the medieval brigandine body armour was an obvious
choice thanks to its price and resilience. We also
wanted to highlight his exotic origins, adding
clues like his necklace, sword, and dagger. He
has a taste for the ostentatious that shows with
his rings, earring, and decorated, custom-made
crossbow. There’s a touch of bravado about him
too, as he disdainfully wears his garments open,
leaving his chest exposed to his enemies.
—
Dan Iorgulescu
Concept Artist
Ifan hairstyle
Variations

Ifan Armour
Variations
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RED PRINCE

T

he Red Prince is an audacious warrior and
scornful noble who was betrayed and had to flee
from his empire. We wanted to use his visuals
to emphasize these elements and tell his story with a
look. He proudly wears gold-plated armour, marking
him both as a noble and a warrior of great talent.
However, like his status, everything decays. He’s
been on the road for some time, so much of his
armour and clothing looks a little tattered and
worn. Apart from some decorative elements
that were added afterwards, the general look
and feel of the armour matches one of the
early undead armours we created. We merely
had to add some gold and flourishes, adapt it
to the anatomy of a lizard, and voila!
—
Dan Iorgulescu
Concept Artist

Red Prince
Variations
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SEBILLE

Sebille Wood
Armour Variation

Sebille Hairstyle
Variation

S

ebille is a deadly assassin for whom
charm is just as effective a weapon
as any dagger.
We had to think of how best to highlight the
threat she represents in a realistic manner,
whilst still subtly evoking the allure that she
presents to the world. Leather was an obvious
choice, flexibly moulding to her body and
allowing for sufficient protection and mobility.
As a slave, Sebille had to give up her elven
heritage and the organic clothing her people
usually wear, but some elements of that past
still show on her armour with subtle leaflike patterns.
—
Dan Iorgulescu
Concept Artist
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BEAST

Beast Armour
Variations

B

east has been through multiple iterations over the
course of the game. He began life as a brawler but at
one point or another, as his character took shape, he
was also a gladiator, barbarian, beastmaster, and quite a bit
more. Eventually, we settled on a fierce privateer. We used
different navy uniforms from the 18th-19th centuries
for reference and added some aspects of the golden age
of piracy for a cooler look. We wanted to show that
he is also a skilled warrior by adding
armour elements, such as his lamellar
armour and pauldrons. Although
he doesn’t appear as savage as
he was in previous versions, his
clawed cestus is still a testament
to his wild nature.
—
Dan Iorgulescu
Concept Artist
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FANE

Q

uite early during his design process we knew that,
as a character, Fane would be unique and important;
his shapeshifting ability would make him a fan
favourite. He represents a chance for players to try any
race they want and, as such, personifies something we
value highly in our games: choice. As the embodiment
of this principle, we also picked him to be the statue for
the Collector’s Edition. We needed to make him look
badass and appealing. We started from one of the early
undead heavy warrior concepts, modifying it for
this character. For the mask, we wanted to design
something that could switch from one face to
another without him having to remove and
replace masks, so we came up with a four-sided
helmet that magically pivots at its owner’s will.
—
Dan Iorgulescu
Concept Artist

Early Undead
Concept
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DALLIS

Chapter I: Characters

BRACCUS REX

O

riginally only designed to be the statue
of an old, cruel king in Fort Joy, Braccus
Rex turned out to be too interesting
of a character to have as one throw-away
statue. Now you find references to him all
throughout the world, but he started as one
stone-faced king by the beach.

13
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ALEXANDAR

MALADY

Malady Eye
Variations

M

alady is half-elf, half-demon.
In her case, we didn’t want
to make her look too
demonic, so we did the opposite.
We designed her to look almost angelic (dare we
say Divine?), with her more demonic features hidden
beneath a mask. What’s under that mask? What are
these features? If we know, we’re not saying.

15
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MEISTR SIVA & TARQUIN

Chapter I: Characters

GARETH & SADHA
GARETH (left)

MEISTR SIVA (left)

L

G

areth, an ex-Paladin and member of the
group known as the Seekers, is another
love interest character who had to be
quite handsome. He was designed to look like
a noble knight with a lot of battles under his
belt (and a lot of victories to boot). We gave
him an eyepatch to show that his victories
did come at a cost, though. We wanted
him to remind you of the musketeers,
even though his armour has a radically
different look.
—
Tania Bureau-Civil
Concept Artist

izards usually wear bright, eccentric
outfits to show their pride and power,
but Meistr Siva lives a hidden life
amongst the other races, and her outfit
had to reflect that. She needed to look wise
and powerful, but also reflect an introvert’s
personality. There is a reason she was
commonly called Yoda before she got
a proper name.
—
Tania Bureau-Civil
Concept Artist

TARQUIN (right)

SADHA (right)

T

D

arquin’s clothing is based on a doctor’s
outfit from the 17th century, as seen
in paintings by Rembrandt, but he
went through a lot of iteration before we got
his appearance right. He is an associate of
the dangerous Black Ring, so he should look
untrustworthy, but he is also a love interest
in the story, so he needed to be attractive.
As attractive as a necromancer can get, at least.

16

rawing lizards is always a design
challenge. Unlike humans, reallife lizards are not really known for
their beautiful facial features. Sadha is a nice
example of how even weird creatures can
be elegant, attractive, and feminine, without
having obvious female body parts to show that.
—
Tania Bureau-Civil
Concept Artist
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HUMANS
Female Human
Leather Armour

Male Human
Scale Armour

Female Witch

H

umans were the first race we developed,
and we tried to give them believable
musculature and proportions. It was
important that the men didn’t look like they
had tree-trunks for arms, and that the women
looked strong enough to swing a sword without
losing the female lines. Some of the armour
went through a number of different iterations
because it was important that the designs
were both realistic and let you spot the
difference between male and female armour,
even when it was on quite a small screen.

Male Human
Chainmail Armour

20
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HUMANS
Male Human
Merchant

Male Human
Rich Citizen

A

lot of these civilian designs are based on historical
paintings, which are usually the best reference to
see how these costumes actually looked. Because
we are building an RPG, we needed a lot of variety in
the designs. We may not know the exact purpose
of some characters when we start the project, so we
build them generically enough to work in several
situations. After all, you always need noblemen,
traders, maids, workers, beggars, and commoners.
They should be designed in such a way that you can
easily put multiple identical characters on the screen
without anyone noticing that they look the same,
even without colour variation.

Female Human
Rich Mayor
Female Human
Citizen

22
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HUMANS
WEAPONRY

Staffs

Shaman Weaponry

S

Shield Set

Shield Set

24

Paladin Set

uffice to say, we have a lot of weapons in the
game. Every race has their own design for
every weapon type, created to fit to the style
and culture of that race. For example, lizards have
curved weapons, based on Oriental/Arabian designs;
dwarves have heavy short swords; elves grow their
weapons around sharp crystal rocks; while humans
have more recognisable medieval gear. We didn’t
want to have typical fantasy designs as if we’d just
swung by Ye Olde Magic Sword Shop and called it a
day. All of these weapons are grounded in the world
to give them a sense of realism, with just enough
fantasy elements to make them interesting.

25
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DIVINE ORDER

Male Assassin

MAGISTERS

Male Priest
Male Inquisitor

T

he Magisters are religious fanatics, and
we really wanted to reflect that in every
part of their design. We added elements
of a priestly dress, richly decorated with golden
patterns, to highlight this.

Shield Set

26
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DIVINE ORDER
Female
Soldier

MAGISTERS

Crossbow

Male
Ranger

M

agisters also feature heavily-armoured
guards, whose platemail was loosely
based on the field armour of Henry VIII.
The medieval armour you see in museums
can sometimes look weird, or just plain
ridiculous, but standing in front of Henry’s
armour, it sure is impressive. We wanted
to make the player feel intimidated by
this heavy armour. And, hopefully,
to make them think twice before
attacking it with a broomstick.

Male
Guard

Shield

28
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DIVINE ORDER
PALADINS
Male Paladin

Male Paladin
Female
Paladin

Paladin Banner

30
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DIVINE ORDER
WAR MACHINES & WEAPONRY

T

he Divine Order is a faction
of zealots, and we wanted their
weapons of war to reflect that. There
is a lot of gold and metal here, all designed for
slaughter! A lot of gameplay in Divinity: Original
Sin 2 is based around different surfaces, so with
these ballista designs we had to think about how
different type of arrowheads (fire, poison, lightning
– you name it!) would work. After all, who hasn’t
wondered what a giant arrowhead full of electric
eels would do to a group of adventurers?
—
Maxime Ponslet
Concept/3D Artist
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DIVINE ORDER
DIVINE WEAPONRY

34
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PURGED ONES
P

urged Ones are the saddest of all
creatures in the game. Once mighty
Sourcerers, they have been stripped of
all power and dignity. These brutes are the
results of the Magisters’ experiments, which
equipped their victims with exoskeletons
powered by the pain they provoke. We wanted
them to be horrific, but didn’t want to make
them too gory as that can so often come off
as tacky, so we tried to focus on the pain.
Meat hooks and overly stretched skin
sounded like the perfect middle ground.

Female
PainCast

Weaponised
Dwarf

Human
Jumper
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PURGED ONES

Female Priest

Purged One
Brute
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BLACK RING
Black Ring
Banner

Black Ring
Male

Black Ring
Shield Set

T

Black Ring
Male

40

o some, the Black Ring are classic villains:
warlocks on the rampage, assassins in
the shadows, cultists serving a dark god.
But to others, they are the only family they
know. The Black Ring can serve as an umbrella
for those that have been rejected by society:
in some cases because they’re twisted and evil,
in others because they’re rebels fighting against
an overly-restrictive government.
—
Tania Bureau-Civil
Concept Artist

Black Ring Female
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DWARVES

Dwarven Banner

Female
Dwarf Metal
Armour

D

Male Dwarf
Scale Armour

Male Dwarf
Leather Armour

42

warves have utterly pragmatic spirits.
They’ll do whatever it takes to get the
job done and this mentality permeates
into their diplomatic, military and mercantile
endeavours. Even their language reflects their
pragmatism, in that it is direct and to the point.
To translate that into their design we went for a
mix between the Roman Empire and armour from
the Middle Ages. They also have a few banners
featuring the wolf that symbolises their
kingdom, in order to put some emphasis
on their spiritual side.
—
Maxime Ponslet
Concept/3D Artist
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DWARVES
Male Dwarf
Metal Armour

Male Dwarf
Chainmail Armour

Dwarven Carriage

Female Dwarf
Gang Member
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DWARVES
Female Dwarf
Civilian

Rich Male
Dwarf
Civilian

Rich Female
Dwarf Civilian

Male Dwarf
Civilian
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DWARVES

Male Dwarf Mage

Male Dwarf Mage

Female Dwarf
Face Variants

Female Dwarf Mage

Staff Set

Shield Set
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DWARVES
WEAPONRY

Crossbow Set
Crossbow Set

Sword Set

Axe Set

Shield Set

Spear Set

Mace Set
50

Staff Set

Bow Set
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LIZARDS
Early Aboriginal
Concept

Male Lizard
Anatomy
Male Lizard
Metal Armour

Female Lizard
Leather Armour

52
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LIZARDS
Male lizard
Scale Armour

Male lizard
leather Armour

Male lizard
Chainmail Armour

54
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LIZARDS

Female
Lizard
Civilian

Male Lizard
Civilian

Female
Lizard
Civilian

Male Lizard
Civilian

56
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LIZARDS
Warship

Battlefield
Ballista

Battlefield Carriage
Beast

Battlefield
Battering Ram

Battlefield
Trebuchet

Siege Tower

58

Shield Set
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LIZARDS
WEAPONRY

Axe Set

Sword Set

Sword Set

Axe Set

Axe Set

Axe Set

Bow Set

Crossbow Set
60

Shield Set

Spear Set
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ELVES

Male Elf
Wood Armour

T

he armours for the elves were
based on the idea that they have
full control over nature and how
the plants around them develop. As such,
the elves have been able to grow their own
armour, weapons, furniture and houses.
They have even grown organic armoured
transports, which they can use in battle or
just to travel through the forest. The only
problem we had was that everything
started to look green and the elves
blended into the environment too
much, so we introduced different
colours and metal materials to
give their outfits more variety.

Female Elf

Male Elf
Shaman

Vegetal Tank
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ELVES

Male Elf
Wood Armour

Female Elf
Wood Armour

Male Elf
Wood Armour

64

Female Elf
Wood Armour
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ELVES

Female Elf
Civilian

Female Elf
Civilian

Male Elf
Civilian

Male Elf
Civilian
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ELVES

WEAPONRY

Bow Set
Staff Set

Spear Set

Axe Set

Sword Set

Crossbow set

Dagger Set

Mace Set
68

69

Shield Set

Chapter II: Factions

UNDEAD

T
Undead Elite
Female

he undead have been known in many
forms, from shambling hordes to
sophisticated skeletons. The more noble
of them have tried to use masks to cover their
lack of flesh. They might have discovered the
secret to immortality, but some feel losing
the pleasures of the flesh may have been
too high a price to pay.
—
Tania Bureau-Civil
Concept Artist

70

Undead Elite
Male

Chapter II: Factions

UNDEAD
Female Undead
Civilian

Female Undead
Civilian

Male Undead
Civilian

Male Undead
Civilian
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MAP OF RIVELLON

Chapter IIi: Locations

HALL OF ECHOES

Chapter IIi: Locations

HALL OF ECHOES

T

he Hall of Echoes was visually based on
hexagonal basalt rock formations that
can be found all over the world. The
rock formations within the Hall are constantly
shifting, changing the world around the
player. A flat hexagon tile floor may suddenly
transform into stairs or a bridge, allowing the
player to continue his journey or fall into a trap.
This idea didn’t reach its full potential in-game,
but we had fun exploring different possibilities.
We had wanted to make the entire level
transform from one thing into another. Imagine
huge temple structures rising from the ground;
homes of spirits waiting to meet their fate…
—
Koen Van Mierlo
Art Director
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FORT JOY

83
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REAPER’S COAST

R

eaper’s Coast, Arx, and Fort Joy changed
a lot during production: at one point all
three locations were on the same map.
Right beside each other in fact! That didn’t work
out pacing-wise in the end, but a lot of the
concepts were created to support that idea.
The environments’ visual design started
with medieval Flanders. The idyllic fields
and hollow roads, loam farmhouses, old
oak trees and road chapels all have a
sense of beauty that we really wanted
to have in the game.
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ARX

A

rx itself was based on the city of Ghent,
where one of our studios is located. We
didn’t want that typical medieval city
look with “German style” buildings that can
feel quite common in video games. Instead
we went for the kind of sixteenth century
Flemish Renaissance houses that Erasmus and
Mercator would have lived in. A lot of these
buildings still exist today, giving us plenty of
photo references we could use to bring it to life.
A lot of furniture and props in the houses are
based on designs gathered during countless
reference hunts all around Europe. After all,
not everything can be found on Google!

Chapter IIi: Locations

NAMELESS ISLE

T

his ruin-filled island, located on a
volcano, shows the remains of ancient
structures buried in volcanic ash.
The architecture was designed with a little
hint of sci-fi, trying to give players the feeling
that a highly intelligent species had a hand in
their creation. The architectural elements are
based on simple geometric shapes, combined
with mysterious inscriptions and built from
exotic types of stone.
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NAMELESS ISLE
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LADY VENGEANCE

Chapter IIi: Locations

ELVEN FORESTS

T

he elves live amongst huge, ancient trees
on interconnected platforms with natural
decorative elements. Taking inspiration
from growth patterns in nature and natural
structures, we tried to achieve a believable,
organic look, while still suggesting that the
structures were grown with control and intent.
Furniture and other assets for the forest were
also created with this concept in mind.
—
Jeroen Devriendt
Concept/3D Artist
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ANCIENT EMPIRE
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Chapter IV: Paintings of Rivellon

PASSIVE

Hero Passive

Explorer Passive

100

Classic Passive

Tactic Passive

101

Chapter IV: Paintings of Rivellon

ACTIVE

Hero Active

Explorer Active

102

Classic Active

Tactic Active
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CHURCH
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THE GODS
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HALL OF ECHOES
Memory
Eater

F loating Eyes

Sphinx

Creature

114
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VOIDWOKEN

Voidwoken
Spider
Oil Monster

Mole

Monster Eggs

Drillworm

Voidwoken
Soldier

116
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VOIDWOKEN
Hellbird

Acid Toad
Boss
Dominator
Boss

Primitive
Vampyre

118
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DRAGONS

Black Ring
Dragon Top

Divine Order
Dragon Top

Black Ring
Dragon Side
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DEMONS

D

emons were a challenge to design
because they are the type of monsters
you can see in almost any RPG. We
came up with these red skinless monsters,
with protruding bones for armour, and an
eternal smile on their faces. Some were
created wearing human, elf, dwarf or
lizard skin as a loin cloth. A lot of holes
and visible muscles helped give them
the tortured look we were hoping for.
We also wanted them to feel fast and
dangerous, so some of them were given
somewhat lizard-like frames, with small
feet and stretched body shapes.
—
Maxime Ponslet
Concept/3D Artist

Demon Caster

Demon
Hound

Demon Grunt

122
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ALYNN

Alynn
Minions

F

or me, the Alynn was the creepiest
creature in the game. Her original story
was that she collected the remains of
aborted human foetuses and, after digging
them out of the ground, she revives them.
These babies grow up to be part human,
part monster. And of course, they are totally
devoted to their mama bird. Not much of this
lore made it into the final cut of the game,
but I sure had fun designing this lovely family.
—
Tania Bureau-Civil
Concept Artist
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ELVEN

Plant Elks

Shambling
Oaks

Shambling
Oaks

126
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ELVEN

Shambling
Vegetal Boss

Shambling
Vegetal

Shambling
Vegetal

Vegetal Tank

Forest Tigers
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ICE

Ice Yeti

Ice Critter

Ice Rhino
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NIGHTMARES

Human Mite

Nightmare
Lizard

Nightmare Human
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NIGHTMARES
Burning
Witch

Haunted
Torture Wheel

Queen Demon

Scarecrow

134
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Chapter V: Creatures

GHEIST

GHOUL

Ghoul

Gheist

Ghoul Brute

Mask
Variants
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SEA MONSTERS

Undead Siren

Kraken

Deep Dweller
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ELEMENTALS

Acid Troll
Ice Salamander
Fire Troll

Fire
Salamander
Blood Troll

Oil Troll

Ice Troll

Electric Troll
Dead Forest
Troll

Forest
Troll

140
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ITEMS

Bedroll

Poutine

Mushrooms

Beer Bottle

Merchant
Backpack

Fruit Basket

Onion

Egg

Enlightenment
Herb Mix

Teleportation
Pyramids

F lower

Blood Rose

Specimen Jars

Mushrooms
Fish

Stuffed Bear

Fish
Dinner
Oranges

Fish

Stew
Resurrection
Idol

Enlightenment
Potent Herb Mix

Alertness Potent
Herb Mix

Source
Jar
Potions

Dismembered
Limbs

Drudanae Pipe

144
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ITEMS

JEWELLERY

Magic
Amulet Blue

Necklace

Eerie Eye
Amulet

Amulet Silver
Blue

Gold Emerald
Ring

Gold
Amulet
Magic Skull
Ring
Silver
Sapphire
Ring

Skull Amulet

Damien’s
Blood Vial

Gold Necklace
Copper
Emerald Ring

Gold Rub y
Ring
Captain’s
Compass

Broken
Source Collar

Gold Wolf
Amulet

Copper
Amulet
Source Collar
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Anna Richter
Ben de Hullu
Bram Smulders
Dylan Driessen
Jeroen Theeuwen
Kaj Driessen
Lauren Lapierre Armande
Louis-C de Buf
Maité Vandewalle
Melle Baas
Nico Cluckers
Philippe Mesotten
Remco Vanhoutte
Rick Van den Berg
San Nollet
Thijs de Rijcke
Martin Mottet
Flore Vanackere
Remco Willemsen

ANIMATION DIRECTOR
Thierry Van Gyseghem
ART DIRECTOR
Joachim Vleminckx
TECHNICAL ART DIRECTOR
Koen Van Mierlo
CONCEPT ARTISTS
Tania Bureau-Civil
Jeroen Devriendt
Dan Iorgulescu
Maxime Ponslet
Cliff Laureys
Koen Van Mierlo
Evgeniya Katsubo

Alexandru Trocea
Baptiste Simar
Cynthia Vandermouten
Maximilien Dehove
Mickael Vermosen
Nicolas Vanhemelryck
ANIMATORS

Alena Dubrovina
Frederick Seneseal
Jean Pierre Roy
Maxime Ponslet
Wai Yeh Leung
Nikolay Chugunov

Alex Van Ooteghem
Amelie Loyer
Bryan Noter
Emilien Côté
Joël Demare
Jonas Borgmeister
Nicolas Dorval
Pieter Glorie
Ricardo Ayasta
Steven Hamela
Thomas Muylle

CHARACTER ARTISTS FREELANCE

VISUAL EFFECTS ARTISTS

Andrey Simonov
Brian Yl Chan
Damien Brown
Dennis Batol
Eugene Tay
Francois Debrabandere
Mateo Ray Fernandez Armenta
Xavier Malard

Guilleame Piette
Eric Girard
Vincent Fiset
Alexey Pugin
Jessica Lecours
Tiphaine Franchomme
Ivan Skorodumov

CHARACTER ARTISTS

TECHNICAL ANIMATORS

UI ARTISTS
Cliff Laureys
Thomas Pottie
ART INTERNS

ANIMATION INTERNS
Revlyn Schreiber
Helena Cnockaert
BOOK PRODUCER
Kieron Kelly
GRAPHIC DESIGN
Gary Nicholson
SPECIAL THANKS TO
TAKEOFF UK
The Larian Publishing Team

Brian Chambaere
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